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Expedition Overview

Banco Chinchorro Biosphere Reserve is an atoll reef lying off the southeast 
coast Quintana Roo, Mexico, near Belize. The atoll is part of the 
Mesoamerican Barrier Reef System and has been a protected national park 
since 1996. Banco's remote offshore location has helped maintain excellent 
coral and fish populations. Our expedition will be surveying portions of the 
atoll, learning about local reef stressors, and capturing 3D coral models. We 
will explore a part of the Mesoamerican Reef few divers ever get to visit!



Orientation

The reef lies in Mexican waters 22 miles offshore 
in the Caribbean Sea. It is approximately 25 miles 
long from north to south, and approximately 
9.9 miles wide at its widest point. The atoll covers 
an area of 310 square miles. The atoll has three 
islands, with an aggregate land area of 2.6 sq mi.

Banco Chinchorro Atoll

Expedition Dates Sept. 29 – Oct. 7, 2018

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caribbean_Sea


Our expedition will explore seldom visited portions of the reef atoll to observe 
and document conditions on the reef, capture 3D coral models, perform species 
counts and to gain knowledge of local reef stressors.

Goals:

Expedition Goals



Our team of 10 people included both experienced and relatively new divers including: 3 local 
divemaster’s, 1 marine biologist, 2 photographers, 1 writer,  5 Hydrous citizen science divers, and 1 
park ranger!

Team:



Our Shark and ray species counts were lead by Dr. Maria Del Pilar-Blanco Parra 
(Ph.D.) and accompanied by a biosphere park ranger.  During the species count 
dives the team tested locations,  count methodology, and completed shark 
counts and on 4 separate dives.

Shark 
Count:



• Learned about local reef systems history and current stressors
• Discussed success of local lobster preservation efforts
• Discussed implications for a shark preservation program
• 6 Shark count dives with Dr. Maria Del Pilar-Blanco Parra 
• 2 Dives with Local Park Ranger

Education
& Training:

• 5 individual 3D coral models captured
• Conducted 6 shark count dives
• Hundred of reef and species photos

Data 
Capture:
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